Your continuous outstanding qualification support

Teaching and learning support
Specification and sample assessment materials, plus planning and teaching resources.

Training and events
Supporting you with qualification delivery and CPD.

Post-results support including:
- ResultsPlus*: Our online results analysis tool including our new group analysis service.
- Access to Scripts*: View your candidates’ marked exam papers.

World class qualifications and assessments
Marked by expert examiners.

World class qualifications and assessments
Marked by expert examiners.

Mocks Service
A paid-for service to support delivery and marking of mock exams with results analysis. You make the entries and we’ll take care of the rest.

Pre-exam support
- examWizard: create your own mock exams, topic tests, homework or revision activities in minutes.
- Past papers: instant access to a library of past papers and mark schemes.
- Pearson Tutoring: a paid-for service with qualified UK teachers in core subjects, KS3 to KS4.

Expert subject support
Sign up to receive your Subject Advisor updates.

Exams Officer support
Key information and resources for Exams Officers in centres offering our qualifications.

Find out more about Pearson Edexcel GCSEs, International GCSEs and A levels at: quals.pearson.com/qualificationsupport

*Our examWizard, ResultsPlus and Access to Scripts services are available to all centres and are included as part of your qualification fees.